Rental One High Traffic Pre-Treat
DESCRIPTION: Rental High Traffic Pre-Treatment penetrates and
lifts seated soil. Helps raise trampled carpet. Great for hallways
and entranceways and any high traffic zone.
ROC-3 Formula
Percent solids by weight: 4 to 5.5 %
Viscosity: Water thin
Weight per US Gallon: 8.4 +/- 0.1lb

Product Features:
•Apply directly to affected carpet

RECOMMENDED USE: Use on hallways, stairs, entranceways and other heavily soiled areas.
TIPS: Vacuum carpet thoroughly. Before cleaning carpet, test product in a small hidden place for
colorfastness or shrinkage. When using any product on stain-resistant carpeting, check
manufacturer’s recommendations for use. Do not mix with bleach or any other household
chemicals.
DISPOSAL: Use up or give away excess product . Contains surfactants. Do not reuse container. Empty
container may be recycled or placed in trash.
HANDLING & STORAGE: Avoid extreme temperatures. Store in a cool, dry area. Close container after
each use. If frozen, thaw and mix before use.
APPLICATION : A pre-conditioner that loosens soil and dirt I traffic lanes such as hallways, stairs,
entranceways and other heavily soiled areas. Pre-spray in conjunction with carpet extraction or
use as a spot remove for beverage, food, grease, ink and paint stains. Meets or exceeds carpet
manufacturer’s specification for cleaning stain-resistant carpets. Not recommended for use on
upholstery. Designed for use with all carpet extraction machines.
PRE-SPRAY TRAFFIC LANES:
•Spray on any heavily soiled area – avoid over wetting carpet
•Allow to work on an area for 2 to 5 minutes
•Allow carpet to dry. Drying time can be reduced by using a blower or several fans
•SPOT REMOVAL:
•Act as quickly as possible. The longer a spill is neglected the more difficult the removal process
•Spray directly on area as soon as stain is detected
•Allow to work for 1 - 3 minutes
•Blot area with a clean white towel, always working from the edge of the spill to the center
•DO NOT SCRUB THE AREA!
•Allow are to dry. To speed drying, apply a ½ inch layer of white paper towels to area and weigh
down with a flat, heavy object
•If stain is not completely removed, repeat procedure

